Plasmids capable of undergoing genetic exchange in mitotically dividing Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells were used to measure the length of gene conversion events, to determine patterns of coconversion when multiple markers were present, and to correlate the incidence of reciprocal recombination with the length of conversion tracts. To construct such plasmids, restriction site linkers were inserted both within the HIS3 gene and in the flanking sequences, and two different his3-alleles were placed in a vector. Characterization of the genetic exchanges in these plasmids showed that most occur with the conversion of one his3-allele. Many of these events included coconversions in which more than one marker along the allelic sequence was replaced. The frequency of coconversion decreased with the distance between two markers such that markers further than 1 kilobase apart were infrequently coconverted. From these results the average length of conversion was determined to be approximately 0.5 kllobase. Examination of coconversions involving three or more markers revealed an almost obligatory, simultaneous coconversion pattern of all markers. Thus, when two markers which flank an intervening marker are converted, the intervening marker is 20 times more likely to be converted than to remain unchanged. The results of these studies also showed that the incidence of reciprocal recombination, which accompanies more than 20% of the conversion events, is more frequent when the conversion tract is longer than average.
Conversion is the nonreciprocal form of genetic exchange in which an allele, i.e., base sequence, found in one chromosome is replaced by the allele found in its homolog. Two models have been advanced to explain the molecular mechanism of conversion. The first mechanism (12, 19, 27) explains conversion as the repair of mismatched heteroduplex DNA formed between homologous DNA duplexes during genetic exchange. The other model (25) proposes that most conversion occurs by the synthesis of new DNA into a double-strand gap on a recipient DNA duplex, using the corresponding DNA sequence of the homolog as a template. In both models reciprocal recombination, which is known to accompany many conversion events, occurs during resolution of the joint structure formed by the exchanging duplexes during genetic exchange.
Fundamental to the understanding of the molecular basis of conversion is the knowledge of the average length of base pairs transferred and the pattern of resolution which occurs when multiple differences exist between the donor and recipient DNAs. Questions of conversion lengths and resolution patterns have been addressed by observing coconversions in which two or more markers are converted during a single exchange. For example, the average length of meiotic conversion events in Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been estimated to be less than the length of a gene on the basis of the observation that two mutations close together within a gene are more likely to coconvert than two markers at opposite ends of the same gene (6) . In contrast, the length of mitotic conversion events in S. cerevisiae may be extremely large because coconversions of markers many centimorgans apart have been observed (8) . For neither meiotic nor mitotic conversion has there been a systematic study of the functional relationship between length and the incidence of * Corresponding author.
coconversion. Furthermore, questions concerning coconversion patterns have not been extensively explored partly because of the necessity of having three or more markers which span the conversion events. Evidence in Ascobolus species (9, 13) shows that the middle marker can remain unchanged while the flanking markers are coconverted. Although a direct observation like that made for Ascobolus species has not been made for S. cerevisiae, indirect evidence indicates that internal markers preferentially convert rather than remain unchanged (10, 21) .
We undertook a systematic investigation of conversion lengths and coconversion patterns in mitotically dividing S. cerevisiae cells by using plasmids capable of undergoing genetic exchange (1). The plasmids contained heteroallelic copies of the yeast HIS3 gene. By placing recognizable markers both within the gene copies themselves and within the flanking DNA, we were able to measure the length of coconversion events, classify their patterns, and explore their relationship with reciprocal recombination.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial and yeast strains. Escherichia coli RR-1 hisB recA has been previously described (1). S. cerevisiae SSL204 (MATa his3A200 trpl leu2 ura3 ade2) was constructed by mating a strain with the genotype MATa radS2-1 trpl leu2 to YNN217 (MATa his3A200 ura3 ade2 lys2; provided by Ron Davis, Stanford University [11] ) and backcrossing spores containing appropriate markers twice with YNN217. The his3A200 allele is a deletion which covers the entire coding sequence (11) . The use of this allele decreases the possibility of genetic exchange between a plasmid and the chromosome.
Plasmid constructions. Standard cloning techniques were employed for plasmid constructions (18) . Linkers were introduced into YIpl (22) To construct the plasmids containing heteroalleles diagrammed in Fig. 1 , we introduced sequences containing multiple insertions into a vector as previously described (1) with two modifications. First, in previous constructions one allele was contained in a 1.75-kilobase (kb) BamHI fragment, whereas in this study this allelic copy was a 6.1-kb EcoRISall fragment of yeast chromosomal DNA. Second, a 627-bp Sau3A fragment containing the CEN3 sequence (5) was incorporated into position 1368 in the EcoRI fragment containing ARSJ and TRPI (26) without disrupting these two markers. The CEN sequence was incorporated into our new constructions to reduce the plasmid copy number and to further decrease the possibility of intermolecular exchange either between two plasmids or between a plasmid and the chromosome. The low copy number and high proportion of cells with plasmid copies, which is also a property of the CEN sequence, permits the determination of exchange rates by fluctuation analysis (16, 17 results (Table 1 ) are similar to results reported previously by ourselves (1) and Keil and Roeder (14) . As expected, plasmids pBYA819 and pBYA918 yielded lower rates because the heteroallelic markers in the HIS3 copies are closer together in these plasmids than in the other four plasmids.
The values and internal consistency of the rates indicate that the insertion mutations used and the placement of multiple inserts along the allelic sequences do not grossly affect the exchange rate. Analysis of coconversion events. Previously (1), we found that most plasmid intramnolecular exchange events which generate a HIS3+ allele occurred by the mechanism of gene conversion. In this study we facilitated the analysis of conversion events by making HIS3 alleles with insertions of restriction site linkers both in the gene and in the flanking homologous sequences. In all we used three pairs of plasmids ( Fig. 1 ) and analyzed nearly 600 independent exchange events ( Table 1 ). The events were assigned to the following categories.
(i) Continuous, asymmetric conversions. Most exchange events which generated a HIS3+ allele did so by conversion, and often this was accompanied by coconversion of adjacent markers along the same duplex. These events, which constituted approximately 80o of the total (Table 1) , are categorized as asymmetric and continuous in that change had taken place on only one of the two allelic copies and all markers within the tract of coconversion were simultaneously converted. We subdivided these events into classes, such as those shown in Fig. 2 and described in the legend, based on the number of converted markers. Assignments to these classes could be made even when reciprocal recombination accompanied the conversion.
(ii) Asymmetric, discontinuous conversions. Convertants in which multiple markers were involved along one of the original allelic segments, but in which converted markers flank on both sides internal markers which remained unchanged, constituted 9% of the events and are categorized as discontinuous, asymmetric events. (A detailed description of these events is given in Fig. Al and (iv) Reciprocal recombinants. A few reciprocal recombinants were observed in which intragenic crossing over occurred between the heteroalleles to generate one wild-type allele and one double mutant, and the molecule had the inverted configuration indicative of reciprocal recombination. In this category no conversion occurred in the HIS3 gene.
Measurement of coconversion lengths. The length of DNA participating in a conversion event can be estimated by examining the frequency of coconversions of known lengths. A plot of the percentage of coconversion events occurring along each of the two allelic sequences for each pair of plasmids versus the minimal length of DNA which spanned the coconversions (see the legend to Fig. 3 ) revealed a decrease in frequency versus distance. Less than 20% of the events extended beyond I kb. The average length was approximately 0.5 kb. The shortest conversion events were found in class 1 for plasmids pBYA819 and pBYA918. These events, which constituted only 10% of their category, extended less than the 300 bp from the HIS3 marker in the donor allele to the first flanking marker. The longest events were class III' in plasmids pBYA819 and pBYA918 which must extend more than 1.3 kb. We never observed conversion of a marker 2.5 kb from the marker within the HIS3 gene in plasmids pBYA112, pBYA211, pBYA517, and pBYA715. Average conversion lengths did not vary greatly among the six plasmids or between the two allelic copies within a single plasmid. The similarity in the conversion lengths between the two alleles of one plasmid indicates that the constraint imposed by the limitation of homology extending on either side of the HIS3 gene does not limit the extent of conversion in this system. For example, for pBYA112, pBYA211, pBYA517, and pBYA715, the most distant flanking marker in class III events and the flanking marker in class II' events are 1.1 and 1.0 kb, respectively, from their corresponding HIS3 marker, yet the first is only 200 bp from where homology ends, while the second is 1.6 kb from the end of homology. The incidence of these two classes follows the function of conversion length described by the other classes and therefore suggests that the proximity of the end of homology does not grossly interfere with conversion lengths in this system.
Patterns of coconversion. Because many coconversion Although we observed a substantial number of asymmetric, discontinuous events, we limited our comparison to the four events described above. Except for these four events, all other asymmetric, discontinuous coconversions involved events in which markers on both sides of the HIS3 gene were simultaneously converted along with the his3-allele on the recipient duplex, yet the linker marker within the HIS3 gene on the donating duplex was not copied into the recipient (see Appendix). Considering the fact that we would not recover those in which the internal marker had been converted because they would have produced two identical but undetectable his3-alleles, we do not know the frequency of continuous events which encompass the same markers. Consequently, we consider cases such as those for classes III, IV, V, and III' from the six plasmids, in which recovery of both continuous and discontinuous examples is unbiased by selection, to be the more valid comparison. Relationship to reciprocal recombination. In analyzing our results, we noticed a correlation between the incidence of reciprocal recombination and the length of conversion events. A total of 24% of exchange events included reciprocal recombination either in conjunction with the conversion giving rise to the HIS3+ allele or as the cause of the wild-type allele. The numbers of reciprocal recombination events associated with the conversion categories are given in Table 1 . In Fig. 4 the percentage of associated reciprocal recombination is plotted as a function of coconversion lengths for the classes of continuous, asymmetric convertants. The data indicate that reciprocal recombination is more likely to occur in conjunction with the more lengthy coconversion events than with simple class I and I' conversions. Of 261 class I and I' events, 29 (11%) occurred with reciprocal recombination, whereas 48 of 215 (22%) class II, III, IV, V, II', and III' events included reciprocal recombination. A chi-square analysis of these two ratios yields P < 0.005. Indeed, the chi-square value is actually biased in favor of finding the difference to be insignificant because many of the I' events from plasmids pBYA112, pBYA211, pBYA715, and pBYA517 may be longer than the average of all events owing to the large distance to the first flanking marker.
In corroboration we note that two of our categories, the discontinuous, asymmetric events and the symmetric events, have an incidence of reciprocal recombination of nearly 50%. Events in these categories average 1.8 and 1.4 kb, respectively. Thus, their high incidence of reciprocal recombination is commensurate with the results of the continuous, asymmetric events. In this regard, the data of Roman (20) also portend the correlation of reciprocal recombination with longer, more complex events.
We were able to locate the positions of a few of the crossovers associated with the continuous, asymmetric convertants. Because the molecule is circular, the position of a reciprocal event with respect to the ends of the conversion tract cannot be determined if it occurs within the continuous tract. Only when a marker which has not been converted separates the crossover from the conversion tract can the position be designated. We found that of the 77 associated reciprocal events, 66 were within the conversion tract, while 11 were separated from the conversion tract by a marker which was not converted. Of those 11, 5 occurred with class II events, 1 with a class III event, 3 with class I' events, and 2 with class II' events. Seven took place with the marker separating the crossover being the heteroallelic marker in the HIS3 gene, while the other four had a distal flanking marker separating the crossover position. Considering the small number of events, we tentatively conclude that associated reciprocal events are infrequently separated from the conversion tract by a marker which is not converted and that there is probably not a preferred position.
Polarity, marker preference, and other inequities. Plasmids pBYA112, pBYA211, pBYA517, and pBYA715 were designed with the intent of looking for inequities such as marker preference and polarity. Scrutiny of the data for the major category of continuous, asymmetric events given in Table 1 reveals that the most striking inequity in this plasmid system is a position preference in which the his3-allele in the EcoRI-XbaI fragment is twice as likely to be converted as the allele in the EcoRI-SalI fragment (Fig. 1) . Thus, for plasmids pBYA112, pBYA715, and pBYA819, classes I Fig. 2 to signify the conversion giving rise to the wild-type HIS3 allele. Next follows a designation of the direction in which other markers are converted. An A, for asymmetric, is used to represent conversion of a marker along the same allelic segment, while an S, for symmetric, is used to represent conversion of a marker along the allelic segment opposite to that which is designated by the roman numeral. The arabic numerals following the letter designations identify which markers are involved. In giving a designation to the overlapping, symmetric events, the changes in both allelic segments are regarded to have occurred from the original molecule without any temporal order. Events which include reciprocal recombination are designated by an X (see Tables Al and A2 ). For events which include a discontinuous pattern of coconversion, the conversion interval in which the reciprocal recombination occurs can be discerned. In those cases the X follows the designated interval. Designations within a set of parentheses precede an X when the position of the crossover within the included interval cannot be determined. and observed patterns of coconversion. Using mitotically dividing cells, we showed that conversion events average a few hundred to one thousand base pairs in length. Two factors may make this an underestimate. First, we used the minimal possible tract length (see the legend to Fig. 3) . Second, because we examined only histidine prototrophs, we selected for events which terminate between the heteroallelic markers. Thus, a longer average tract length might obtain if unselected recombination events had been examined. However, we do not believe our results are imposed by the physical constraints of our plasmids. Although these plasmids have limited homology between the allelic DNA sequences, the majority of events span no more than 20% of the available homology. Furthermore, the HIS3 gene is located closer to one end of the homologous DNA than the other. If homology limits the length of conversion events, then conversion tract lengths should be shorter for the HIS3 allele closer to the end of homology. Our results indicate that the conversion tracts radiating from the gene toward the ends of the homologous sequences do not differ between the two alleles.
The size range we observed contrasts with previous suggestions (3) that mitotic conversions might extend for many kilobases during chromosomal exchange. Although the difference between our conclusion and the previous suggestions may be due to the difference between intramolecular (plasmidic) recombination and intermolecular (chromosomal) exchange, we believe that the chromosomal measurements have yielded an overestimate because of the selection applied in the measurement of the tract lengths. Mitotic conversion lengths along chromosomes were not measured directly but were inferred from conventional genetic results. One such observation involves conversion between heteroalleles within a gene accompanied by reciprocal recombination in an adjacent region (2, 7). The observation is that the proximal heteroallele and the distal heteroallele, relative to the reciprocal recombination site, convert to wild type with equal frequency. This result Class  pBYA112  pBYA211   pBYA715   pBYA517  pBYA819  pBYA918   Discontinuous through  IA2'  IA2'X  IA2'  IA2'  VXA2'  IVXA2'  HIS3  IA2'  IIA2'  IA2'  IXA2'  I'XA4  I'A4  IA2'X  IIXA2'  IIA2'  IIA2'  II'A4  I'A5  IIA2'  I'A3  I'A2  I'A3  II'A234  I'A5  IIA2'  I'A3  I'A3  I'XA3  I'XA5  IIIA2'  I'A3X  II'A2  I'XA23  II'A5  I'A2X  II'XA3  II'XA3  II'XA23  II'XA25   II'A23  II'XA23  II'XA23  III'A5  II' suggests that both heteroalleles are within a long stretch of heteroduplex DNA and that each converts independently. Although this interpretation likely is correct, we believe that the imposition of the requirement for reciprocal recombination may have obscured other events involving smaller conversion lengths. Our major category of smaller, continuous conversions does not have a high incidence of reciprocal recombination. However, we note that two of our minor categories, the asymmetric, discontinuous coconversions and the symmetric coconversions, resemble the events which support the conclusion that conversion tracts cover the length of a gene. In both minor categories the lengths of the conversion tracts are on average longer than the length of the gene and in both the incidence of reciprocal recombination approaches 50%. Possibly, two pathways are operating on the plasmids. The first would yield relatively short, asymmetric, continuous conversion tracts with a low incidence of reciprocal recombination. In the second pathway, conversion lengths would be relatively long, heteroduplex more evident, and reciprocal recombination more frequent. Thus, the second pathway would account for our minor categories of asymmetric, discontinuous events and symmetric events as well as explain events which suggest that chromosomal mitotic conversion tracts are long. The only data which might support the prospect of a second pathway are that the incidence of events in the minor categories is slightly higher than what would be expected from their average size when compared with other events plotted in Fig. 3 . However, their high incidence of reciprocal recombination cannot be used as justification for a second pathway because the values fit with the events plotted in Fig. 4 . At this time we favor the concept of a single pathway which usually gives rise to small, continuous conversions but which infrequently yields the minor categories by virtue of the presence of small amounts of either asymmetric or symmetric heteroduplex. Possibly, only with longer conversion tracts does heteroduplex DNA, the presumed progenitor of discontinuous events, become more apparent.
Interestingly, our plasmid system has features of meiotic exchange. Even though the events occur in haploid cells during mitotic division, the length and asymmetry of plasmid events mimics meiotic exchange. Also, the exchange rate is more commensurate with meiotic than mitotic exchange, possibly resulting from the "forced pairing" present in the plasmids. Because the data are consistent with a single pathway and because the plasmid system has properties of meiotic exchange in a mitotically dividing cell, we believe a common pathway may exist in both meiotic and mitotic division. Differences in amounts of heteroduplex and position preference for initiation (polarity) may vary between the two division paths.
Our examination of coconversion spanning three or more markers bears on the mechanism of exchange. We found a disproportionate number of events in which all markers are converted in favor of the donor duplex. Clearly, independent correction within a conversion sequence is not the norm. Our result confirms in a direct manner the preponderance of conversions to restorations observed by Hastings and Savage (10, 21) for meiotic exchange in S. cerevisiae. Our result can be more easily accommodated in a model of recombination such as the double-strand-break repair model (25) , in which an entire sequence is read from donor into recipient by a replicative process, than in models (12, 19, 27) which rely on mismatch correction within heteroduplex DNA to effect conversion. The caveat in using the double-strandbreak repair model to explain our results is that asymmetric, discontinuous and symmetric events may originate from mismatch repair within heteroduplex. The double-strandbreak repair model includes regions of heteroduplex flanking the double-strand gap which is formed during exchange (25) , and this may account for the minor categories which we observe. We note that for the most part, the asymmetric, discontinuous and symmetric events which we observed (see Appendix) are not highly discontinuous, but are composits of short, continuous tracts. On the other hand, mismatch correction models can be invoked to explain our observations, if most of the repair tracts within heteroduplex are long, continuous, and concerted.
We found a higher incidence of reciprocal recombination in the coconversion classes, which reflect relatively long tract lengths, than in the single conversion classes. A comparison between this study and our previous study suggests a similar conclusion. Previously (1), we used plasmids which had only 1.75 kb of homologous DNA and found the incidence of reciprocal recombination to be 9% (8/88 Class  pBYA112  pBYA211  pBYA715  pBYA517  pBYA819  pBYA918  Continuous  (I, I')X  III, II'  (III, II chi-square analysis yields P < 0.01 indicating a significant difference between our previous and current results.) The smaller homology present in our previous plasmid constructions may have been sufficient to limit the longer conversion events associated with reciprocal recombination. Two hypotheses can be advanced for the correlation between tract length and the incidence of reciprocal recombination. The incidence of reciprocal recombination could simply result from a probabilistic function in which it is equally likely, with each base pair of conversion, to incur reciprocal recombination. Hence, the cumulative probability would increase with distance. Alternatively, the correlation could result from a more fundamental mechanistic property in that isomerization, which might be required of a Holliday junction to yield a reciprocal recombinant, may not occur unless the conversion sequence reached a threshold length. Two observations suggest that heteroduplex plays a role in the threshold. First, the longer asymmetric, discontinuous and symmetric events, which we postulate to involve heteroduplex formation, have a high incidence of reciprocal recombination. Second, we noted that a small percentage of the crossovers associated with the asymmetric, continuous events were separated from the conversion tract by a marker which was not converted. The marker which separates a crossover from a conversion tract is also indicative of heteroduplex. Some perspective on the amount of heteroduplex which is involved in promoting reciprocal recombination comes from the measurement that the markers which separated crossovers from conversion tracts were approximately 0.5 kb distant from the tract. Whatever the mechanistic cause of the increased incidence of reciprocal recombination with the length of the conversion, our data provide the first indication of a physical constraint on the relationship between conversion and reciprocal recombination.
APPENDIX
Analysis of asymmetric, discontinuous and symmetric convertants.
We classified the asymmetric, discontinuous and symmetric convertants according to a scheme which follows from the classification procedure depicted in Fig. 2 for the major category of continuous, asymmetric convertants. Figure Al shows two classes of asymmetric, discontinuous convertants. In the major class, a conversion tract extends from a flanking marker through both markers within the HIS3 gene, yet only the marker in the gene, which is distal to the converted flanking marker, is converted. This leaves an interrupted pattern of coconversion within the HIS3 gene. Because coconversion of both markers in the gene would not result in a wild-type HIS3 allele, we would not have recovered the continuous events for this interval. A minor class consists of an interrupted pattern in the flanking region. These rare examples have been discussed previously in regard to whether markers within a conversion tract are obligatorily converted or may remain unchanged. A list of all discontinuous, asymmetric events is given in Table Al . The symmetric convertants have been divided among three groups. One class involves continuous events which involve conversion events in both allelic copies. Some, but not all, are similar to the example shown in Fig. Al in that a simultaneous conversion of both mutations within the gene has occurred. A second class involves a discontinuous pattern of symmetric conversions. The third class has been termed overlapping in that one or more markers appear to have been reciprocally exchanged between the allelic segments. Although they can be interpreted as products of double crossovers, many are associated with molecules which exhibit the sequence organization indicative of a single reciprocal recombination event. A list of all symmetric convertants is given in Table A2 .
